
Staff Report

Two Auburn residents are continuing 

their efforts to raise awareness and public 

understanding of  rare diseases, an issue 

important worldwide, in Alabama and 

personally to their family. 

Anthony and Lindsey Terling raised their 

two children in Auburn. Their oldest son, 

Austin, was born with a rare genetic disease 

known as UBA5 Mutation, a condition that 

has only been diagnosed in 40 to 50 people 

worldwide. 

Rare diseases like Austin's can take five 

years or more to correctly diagnose. To help 

raise public awareness and support for rare 

diseases, the Terlings founded the public 

charity Austin 1st Foundation, Inc., which 
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Auburn football opened spring camp on 

Monday in what head coach Hugh Freeze 

said was a first practice that brought 

energy and excitement to the whole 

program.

The Tigers' offense saw a near-complete 

overhaul in the off-season. One position 

that did not have much change on the 

roster is at quarterback, although who will 

start under center come fall is up in the 

air as both T.J. Finley and Robby Ashford 

started games last season. 

While who will start hasn't been 

determined, Freeze is excited to see what 

his quarterbacks will do in spring practice.

“Our quarterbacks threw some 

decent balls at times and other times 

our mechanics were really bad,” he 

said. “That’s what we’ve got to coach 

throughout the 15 days. If they’ll keep 

giving the same energy and effort that they 

gave today, we’ll get better throughout 

spring.”

Freeze said his quarterbacks showed a 

desire to grow and learn in Auburn’s first 

practice, adding that all of them have gone 

out of their way to see what they can do 

better and what changes need to be made.

“I thought TJ, Robby and Holden were 

hungry,” he said. “I think they want to 

learn — they want to learn a different way, 

they want to learn a different system. I 

think they all have been like a sponge.”

Over spring practice, each quarterback 

is going to get a chance to lead the team. 

Freeze said he wants to give all of them the 

opportunity to show their leadership skills.

“All three will have to be the guy,” 

the first-year Auburn head coach said. 

“They’re going to have to lead the football 

team and lead them not only on the field 

(but) off the field and in the locker room — 

decision-making, taking care of the ball, 

all of those things.”

Freeze will be treating every other 

personnel group on the team the same 

way as the quarterbacks. He said he will 
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Kreher Preserve plans playground expansion
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Emma Salter, left, and Sarah Barlow brought their children out to the Kreher Preserve on Tuesday morning to enjoy the  
nature playground
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One of north Auburn's most popular 

nature haunts will soon get a makeover 

and expansion after the Kreher Preserve & 

Nature Center raised enough funds for the 

project on Tiger Giving Day last week. 

The Kreher Preserve plans to renovate 

and expand its nature playground, which 

opened in 2010 and needs a little TLC 

after more than a decade of hosting local 

children, field trips, camps and other events. 

"The playground has become a huge 

resource for our community," said Michael 

Buckman, manager of the Kreher Preserve 

& Nature Center. "There are so many 

families that use that playground all the 

time. Every weekend, the parking lot's full 

as long as it's a beautiful day."

With plenty of sunshine, warmth and 

blue skies, Tuesday certainly qualified 

as a beautiful day on the Plains, and two 

local mothers brought their children out to 

enjoy the weather and the interactions with 

nature the playground provides.

"I love coming to the Preserve because I 

feel a lot of nature's exactly how you would 

find it, and the kids are able to explore 

it in natural ways," said Sarah Barlow, 

who brought her two children out to the 

playground on Tuesday morning. "I think 

Auburn football kicks off spring practice
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The quarterback competition will be a position battle to watch this spring

Terlings raise awareness of rare diseases
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Mayor Ron Anders with the Terlings


